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Abstract 

With the development of social media, social networks have become an important platform for people to share and 

communicate. In social network communication, each participant can only pass information correctly if we find the 

goal of our communication. In other words, when people carry mobile devices for data transmission, they need to find a 

definite transmission destination to ensure the normal conduct of information exchange activities. In social networks, 

this is manifested in the process of data transmission by nodes, which requires analysis and judgment of surrounding 

areas, and finds suitable nodes for effective data classification and transmission. However, the node cache space in 

social networks is limited, and the process of waiting for the target node will cause end-to-end transmission delay. In 

order to improve such a transmission environment, this paper proposes a node trajectory prediction method named 

EDPPM algorithm. This algorithm can guarantee that nodes with high probability are given priority to obtain data 

information, which realized an effective data transmission mechanism. Through experiments and comparison of 

opportunistic transmission algorithms in social networks, such as Epidemic algorithm, Spray and Wait algorithm, and 

PRoPHET algorithm, our algorithm can improve the cache utilization of nodes, reduce data transmission delay, and 

improve the overall network efficiency. 
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1. Introduction 

With the development of social media, online social networks have become important information dissemination 

platforms [1-3]. Social networks site such as Facebook, Twitter, and Google plus support the information-sharing 

activities of billions of users every day. Through these platforms, people can exchange ideas and share information such 

as albums and videos anytime, anywhere. All information would be converted into data, which can be stored, sent, and 

received by users. As people move, everyone may become a data center, providing a data source for social 

communications. 

Under these circumstances，using the traditional algorithm paradigm for the Internet and ad hoc networks where 

routing algorithms are computed based on topological information，is obviously not feasible. The first approach to 

routing in opportunistic social networks is a variation of controlled flooding. All messages are flooded and are limited 

by time to live, and then messages are delivered to their destination. This approach contacts the node that is receiving 

the message during flooding. 

Obviously, the traditional approach is not suitable for opportunity transmission in social network scenarios. 

Large-scale, high-density flooding may cause broadcast storms, and sending or forwarding repeated control messages 
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in large quantities is also not conducive to node energy conservation. Therefore, in this case, screening nodes for data 

transmission is an effective method. However, if there is no good method of node selection, there may be situations 

where there is no suitable transmission target within the transmission range or the transmission target does not respond. 

This may cause a large amount of buffer occupation and transmission delay. On the one hand, many stranded 

information is stored in the device, and some of the information may be in a state of no user acceptance and response 

for a long period of time; On the other hand, new data information is received, emergency information is released in 

real time, etc. Because a great number of buffer space is occupied, information cannot be updated [25-28]. 

To solve these problems, this work proposes Effective Data Transmission based on Path Prediction and 

Management (EDPPM) method. The method performs node trajectory prediction by analyzing the potential regularity 

of human behavior. In the research of trajectory prediction, we also found that by merging the two records that are most 

similar in the user's historical trajectory, it is possible to more accurately reflect the user's trajectory. We call it 

trajectory merge algorithm, and this discovery has contributed to improving the prediction accuracy of our algorithm. 

The purpose of establishing a trajectory prediction algorithm is to perform fast node screening through the prediction of 

target nodes, to ensure that nodes with high probability obtain data information first, and achieve the goal of adjusting 

the cache. 

The main contributions of this study include the following: 

(1)  A trajectory merge algorithm was found, which we call the Merge algorithm. The algorithm can more accurately 

reflect the user's trajectory, and significantly improves the accuracy of trajectory prediction. 

(2)  A trajectory prediction algorithm is proposed, which we call the EDPPM algorithm. The algorithm  guarantees that 

nodes with high probability obtain data information first and achieve the goal of adjusting the cache. 

(3)  Based on the simulation results, the performance of the EDPPM algorithm is analyzed and compared with the 

Epidemic algorithm, Spray and Wait algorithm, and PRoPHET algorithm, it is found that the EDPPM algorithm 

performs better in the aspects of Delivery ratio, Energy consumption, Overhead on average, Average end-to-end on 

delay, etc. 

2. Related works 

To improve the network environment, many researchers focus on the design of algorithms in social opportunity 

networks. 

Ref [5] Proposed the Direct Delivery algorithm, which is a very simple algorithm. The operation method of the 

algorithm in social networks is very simple, that is, if and only if the source node encounters the destination node of the 

data packet, it will forward the data packet. This approach has its advantages; it minimizes network costs. However, this 

method also has some obvious non-negligible disadvantages: extremely low transmission success rate and significant 

transmission delay. 

In order to improve the problems in the Direct Delivery algorithm, Ref [6] proposed an algorithm with infectious 

diseases as its core idea, and named it Epidemic. In the Epidemic algorithm, if two nodes meet, they will first check 

each other's packets, then compare them with the packets they store, and finally exchange what is not in their packets. 

The core idea of this process is to use the xor operation to ensure that the two meeting nodes can obtain data 

information that they did not have before. For the Epidemic algorithm, when the network bandwidth, cache capacity, 

and other resources of the node are sufficient, the transmission delay can be greatly reduced while ensuring a successful 

propagation rate. This algorithm seems to solve the problem of transmission success rate and transmission delay, but it 

has an obvious fatal flaw that is that with the increase of network nodes, it is easy to cause network congestion. This 

method is used in many practical social communication environments, but often cannot achieve good results due to 

resource constraints. 



Ref [7] proposed the Spray and Wait algorithm. The algorithm continues the infection behavior between nodes of 

the Epidemic algorithm and improves the problem of excessive resource consumption. The Spray and Wait algorithm 

includes a spray phase and a wait phase. During the Spary phase, the source node continuously broadcasts a copy of the 

data until N data are diffused out. During the Wait phase, neighbor nodes move with data copies. When they encounter 

the target node, they will use the Direct Delivery algorithm to pass a copy of the carried data to the target node. This 

algorithm effectively solves the problem of fast resource consumption in the Epidemic algorithm, but how many data 

copies the source node needs to broadcast in the Spray stage is still a problem. Therefore, the Spray and Wait algorithm 

cannot avoid the rapid consumption of resources, especially when the parameter N is manually set. In summary, the 

Spray and Wait algorithm may cause nodes in the network to die quickly in some cases. 

Ref [8] proposed the PRoPHET algorithm. They calculated the target nodes that could be passed through statistical 

calculations. Then estimate the appropriate transmission node to form a data packet to improve the utilization of the 

network. Ref [9] proposed a probability-based MV algorithm, which calculates the probability of forwarding by 

historical statistics of when nodes meet and access the communication area. 

Ref [10] proposed the MaxProp algorithm based on priority setting. The algorithm determines the transmission 

queue by setting the priority matrix when two nodes meet to reduce resource consumption. It also improves efficiency 

while determining the transmission target queue. It forms a self-organizing transmission area in space to achieve 

selected communication between nodes. 

Ref [11] proposed the Context aware routing algorithm to calculate the transmission rate to the target node. The 

intermediate node is obtained by calculating the periodic transition probability. The information is directly transmitted 

to the node at a high transmission rate along with data collection and data packets. 

Through the analysis and discussion of the above methods, we may find an effective method that can improve the 

data transmission in social networks. It guarantees that nodes with a high probability obtain data information first, 

thereby improving the cache utilization rate of nodes, reducing data transmission delay, and improving the overall 

network efficiency. The core of implementing this method is the EDPPM algorithm we will propose below. 

3. Methods  

In this section, we will first give some definitions that will be used later to help understand the algorithms that 

follow. CStati, j represents the set of all moments when a mobile user i starts talking on the day j. CStationi is a 

collection of all base stations that appear in the historical call history of user i. Record a call record of user i as <Tp, 

Stationp (xp, yp)>, Tp is the time to start the call,Tp∈CStati,j ; (xp,yp) is the latitude and longitude of the communication 

base station during a call , Stationp∈CStationi. The call behavior data of user i on the day j is recorded as Calli,j,which 

expressed as Calli,j={<T1,Staion1>, <T2,Station2>, ...,<Tn,Stationn>}. 

Calli,j is an ordered set and T1<T2<...<Tn. 

Definition 1: Track Let R be a division of the set Si, and Rk∈{Stationk1,Stationk2,...}. Then Calli,j can be rewritten as 

Tracki,j={<T1,R1>,<T2,R2>,...,<Tn,Rn>}, represented user's trajectory on day j. 

Definition 2: Behavior pattern Define point pairs <Tk,Tk+1,Rk>, used to indicate that user i is in the Rk area during the 

time period [Tk,Tk+1]. Ordered set Patterni,j={<T1,T2,R1>, <T3,T4,R2>, ... ,<T2n-1,T2n,Rn>}, 

ca-lled as user i's behavior pattern on day j. 

Definition 3: Track prediction Known sequence {<T1,R1>,<T2,R2>...<Tn-1,Rn-1（T1<T2<...<Tn-1）, time to be predicted 

Tn(Tn-1<Tn) and user's position Rn at time Tn. The area R’ where the user is located at time Tn is obtained through some 

prediction algorithm. If R’=Ri, the track prediction is considered correct; If R’≠ Ri, the track prediction is considered 

wrong. 



Definition 4: Trajectory prediction strategy  Known sequence{<T1,R1>,<T2,R2>...<Tn,Rn>}(T1<T2<...<Tn)and 

moment to be predicted  T’ and  |T’-Ti|≤ ∀ k(T’-Tk), 

Ti⊂CStati,j. Then predict the position of sequence {<T1,R1>,<T2,R2>...<Tn-1,Rn-1>} at Ti; If R’=Ri is obtained through 

some prediction algorithm, the prediction is considered correct; If R’≠ Ri, the prediction is considered to be wrong. 

Based on the above definitions, we use a trajectory prediction to help nodes in social networks quickly find nodes 

that need to transmit data. In actual social network communication, the base station is fixed, and the equipment used for 

communication is moved with the user at any time. Therefore, the data in the bill record does not reflect the user's 

location well. Considering this situation, the dialogue record needs to be perfected and corrected to remove the base 

station switching that occurs during a call and to obtain the user's behavior pattern based on the area division. 

Transform user discrete behavior patterns into continuous behavior patterns. Based on this model, EDPPM algorithm is 

used to predict trajectory. At the same time, considering that the user will not have a large position movement in the 

case of high probability during communication, a trajectory merge algorithm will be proposed later to further improve 

the accuracy of our algorithm. 

Before introducing our EDPPM algorithm, first introduce our judgment criteria for base station conversion in this 

experiment, the area division algorithm, user behavior mode algorithm, and trajectory merge algorithm used. 

 (1)Station Conversion In the actual social network environment, due to various objective problems, 

communication equipment such as mobile phones do not always choose the nearest base station, so the base station 

location in the bill record does not accurately reflect the user's location. 

We assume the user's two calls are <Ti，Stationi(xi，yi)>, <Tj，Stationj(xj，yj)> (Stationi≠Stationj，Ti<Tj). The 

minimum user speed between these two base stations is 
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Let the upper limit of human movement speed be v = 120km / h. If the minimum moving speed between any base 

stations exceeds the upper limit, a base station conversion is considered to occur, and the data of the base station 

conversion in the record of the dialog box is corrected by this method. 

(2) Region Divide Generally, the active area of a user includes multiple base stations, and a base area of the user 

can be obtained by combining base stations in the active area. When the signal ranges of two active base stations 

overlap (here the base station distance is less than 1.5 km as a standard), the two base stations belong to the same area. 

 

Table1 Region Division 
                                               

Algorithm 1 Region Division 
                                               

Input：Stationi 

Output：R 

1、for each i,j 

2、    If  distance(Stationi,Stationj) <1.5km 

3、      Stationi∈  Rk 

4、   Rk=Rk∪ Stationj 

5、      end 

6、end 
                                                
 

(3) User Behavior Patterns The user's behavior pattern obtained from the bill data is discrete, and the user's 

trajectory cannot be predicted from these discrete data. We assume that if the two consecutive call areas of the user are 

the same, the user is considered to have not moved during these time periods. Transform users' discrete behavioral 



patterns into continuous behavioral patterns. When Tracki,j is given,the behavior pattern of user i on day j can be 

obtained according to Algorithm 2. 

Table 2 Pattern Extraction 
                                              

Algorithm 2 Pattern Extraction 
                                              

Input：Tracki,j 

Output：Patterni,j 

1、for each k do 

2、   if Rk=Rk+1 

3、        if S is NULL 

4、        S=<Tk,Tk+1,Rk> 

5、      else  

6、        S=<S(1),Tk+1,S(3)> 

7、      end 

8、    else 

9、      Patterni,j=Patterni,j∪ S      

10、     S=NULL 

11、   end 

12、end 

                                                

 

(4)Track Merge Because the user's call behavior is very discrete throughout the day, it is difficult to accurately 

predict the user's true trajectory from such discrete data. So we select the two records that are most similar in the user's 

historical trajectory to merge to reflect the user's trajectory more realistically. 

scene 1 The real trajectory of user i on day j, k is{<T1,R1>,<T2,R2>,<T3,R3><T4,R4>},expressed as Tra- 

cki,j={<T1,R1>,<T2,R2>,<T3,R3>},Tracki,k={<T1,R1>,<T3,R3><T4,R4>}. Then merge the trajectories of day j and k. 

Getting the real trajectory is Tracki,j∪ Tracki,k={<T1, 

R1>,<T2,R2>,<T3,R3><T4,R4>}. 

The trajectory similarity of the user's two-day trajectory is measured by the trajectory difference. 

Theorem 1 In a three-dimensional space (x, y, t), a continuous curve formed by the sequential connection of 

sequence point pairs in Tracki, j is denoted as (Linej
x (t), Linej

y (t), t). The trajectory difference between d1 and d2 is: 
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And（tstart，tend） is the intersection of the domain of the curve （Lined1
x（t）,Lined1

y(t),t）and the curve( Lined2
x

（t）,Lined2
y(t),t）. 

Proof: For user i, at the same time t, the position on day m is（xm , ym）,  and the position on day n is（xn , yn）. The 

distance between these two days at time t is: 

 

2 2
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The average distance between two days is: 
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The curve of the track corresponding to m and n is（fm
x(t),fm

y(t),t）、（fn
x(t),fn

y(t),t）,The above formula can be written 

as: 
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If f takes a continuous curve(Linej
x（t）,Linej

y(t),t）formed by the sequence point pairs in Tracki,j, then the above 

formula can be written as: 
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Complete. 

According to the above method of trajectory difference, determine the degree of trajectory similarity between the 

two days. The method of trajectory merging is to calculate Disi（p,q）, select the first th% of the user trajectories with the 

smallest trajectory difference to merge, and obtain the merged set of user trajectories, Mergei. The trajectory merge 

algorithm is as follows: 

Table 3 Merge 
                                              

Algorithm 3 Merge 
                                              

Input：Tracki,j ，n，th 

Output：Mergei 

1、for every p do 

2、 for every q do 

3、    if  p = q 

4、      Disp,q = MAXNUM 

5、    else  

6、      Disp,q = Disi（p,q） 

7、    end 

8、  end 

9、end 

10、for j = 1 to th *Cn
2 

11、    Disp,q is the jth smallest num in Dis 

12、   Mergei = Mergei∪ {Tracki,p∪ Tracki,q} 

13、end 

14、Mergei = Mergei∪ Tracki 

                                             

 

Based on the above, we will give the content of the EDPPM algorithm. EDPPM is well-founded. Human behavior 

is regular. The behavior of future moments often depends on the behavior of the previous moment . In this regard, if the 



behavior of the user at the next moment can be predicted, then the node will be  quickly find the transmission target 

node and reduce the data transmission delay. 

scene 2 It is known that the user's trajectory sequence before time T3 is {<T1,R1>,<T2,R2>}. The most frequent 

subsequence containing the sequence contained in the user's historical track Tracki is {<T1,R1>,<T2,R2>,<T3,R3>}. 

Then use <T3,R3> as the prediction result, this means predicting that the user will be at R3 at time T3. 

The law of human behavior has its own uniqueness, and people conduct social activities on the basis of heaven. At 

certain times or times of the day, human behavior is always similar. For example, people usually work and study during 

the day and sleep at night. And for most people, they usually work on weekdays and rest on weekends. Based on this 

feature, we can get the following scenarios. 

scene 3 For Patterni, ∃ j,k∈{weekdays}，∃ p∈{w-eedends},let(Patterni,j∩ Patterni,p)⊂ (Patterni,j∩ Patterni,k) 

According to the above rules and scenarios, algorithm 4 (called EDPPM algorithm) is proposed to predict the 

user's trajectory. In the foregoing, we have given the trajectory merging algorithm. Merge user's trajectory set to Mergei. 

It turns out that Mergei can achieve better prediction results instead of Patterni. Therefore, Mergei is directly brought 

into the calculation in the EDPPM algorithm. The EDPPM algorithm is as follows: 

Table 4 EDPPM 
                                                        

Algorithm 4 EDPPM 
                                                        

Input：<T1,R1>，<T2,R2>，....<Tn-1,m-1>(T1<T2<...Tn-1)，Tn，Mergei 

Output：R’ 

1、Define Tk in Mergei,j to find a <T2m-1,T2m,Rm> where T2m-1≤Tk≤T2m  

2、Satisfy={ } 

3、for each j do 

4、  if Tn in Mergei,j 

5、     Satisfy = Satisfy ∪Mergei,j 

6、  end 

7、end 

8、for each j do 

9、  find maxi that Tn-1 in Satisfyj , Tn-2 inSatisfyj , ... , Tn-i in Satisfyj 

10、 EDPPMj = n-i 

11、end 

12、p=max( EDPPM) 

13、if  p ≠ 0 

14、  R’=Rq, that exists q with <T2q-1,T2q,Rq>∈Satisfyp and T2q-1≤Tn≤T2 

15、else 

16、  user Algorithm Most Frequent get R’ 

17、end 

                                             

Corollary 1: The EDPPM algorithm can reduce overhead costs when the source node transmits messages to its 

neighbors. 

Proof 1: First analyze the Epidemic and Spray and Wait algorithms. These two algorithms must send information 

to neighbor nodes when transmitting information. The total overhead is as follows: 

OEpidemic = OSprayandWait = n                                            (7) 

However, when using the EDPPM algorithm, we can find that the algorithm quickly judges the high probability 

nodes of the received data by predicting the user's next behavior, and improves the accuracy of the prediction through 

the trajectory merging strategy to avoid invalid overhead. Obviously we can recognize: 



OEDPPM < OEpidemic = OSprayandWait                                             (8) 

Using EDPPM algorithm can reduce the delay of data transmission and improve the cache utilization rate of 

nodes. 

Below we use the time complexity to evaluate the performance of the EDPPM algorithm to prove the effectiveness 

and good performance of our algorithm. 

Corollary 2: The time complexity in trajectory prediction in the EDPPM scheme is O(n). 

Proof 2:In the EDPPM algorithm, the first for loop finds the set of behavior patterns of all users whose behavior 

pattern on day j contains the time point Tn to be predicted; the second for loop finds the most frequent subsequence 

containing the sequence to be predicted, and then uses R' corresponding to the time to be predicted in the subsequence 

as the result of the trajectory prediction. Trajectory prediction model in EDPPM algorithm is parallel to time 

complexity,O(n+n+1)=O(2n+1). Obviously, the time complexity of the EDPPM algorithm is O(n). We know that the 

Epidemic algorithm uses a meet-and-transfer strategy with a time complexity of O(n2); The Spray and Wait algorithm 

uses a spray model, and the time complexity of the Spray and Wait algorithm is also O(n). Therefore, based on the time 

complexity, the EDPPM and Spray and Wait algorithms are better than the Epidemic algorithm. 

4. Experimental  

OMNET ++ is a powerful simulation software that can simulate the motion trajectories of various types of nodes 

and record the information transmission process in detail. In this experiment, the OMNET ++ simulation tool was used 

to simulate the real environment to evaluate the performance of the EDPPM algorithm. In this simulation experiment, 

we will use three algorithms for opportunistic transmission to compare with the EDPPM algorithm: Epidemic algorithm, 

PRoPHET algorithm, and Spray and wait algorithm. 

The following details the parameter information used in this simulation experiment: 

Parameter limit detail 

Simulation time ranging from one to six hours 

Simulation area about 2500m long and about 1400m 

wide 

Node The scene contains a maximum of 

1000 nodes; All nodes are randomly 

distributed in the area; The node 

sends data packets by broadcasting; 

The node has 100J energy in the 

initial state; The task of each node is 

10 packets; The packet loss threshold 

of each node is 15%. Nodes will 

transmit data packets at a speed of 

0.5–1.5 m / s; The cache size of each 

node is 5MB. 

Data packet Every 25 seconds to 35 seconds, a  

data packet should send one of its 

copies; each transmission will 

consume about 0.125J of energy. 

Others The mode of transmission uses a 

social model 



 

In this section we will analyze the performance of the EDPPM algorithm and compare it with three algorithms 

mentioned earlier. Before comparing the performance of the algorithms, we must first analyze the four important 

parameters that affect the performance of the EDPPM algorithm, and analyze the impact of the number of collaborative 

nodes on these parameters based on the experimental results. 

(1)Delivery ratio：This parameter is closely related to how to select the transmission node, which directly affects 

the performance of the algorithm. 

 

Figure.1 The relationship between the number of cooperation nodes and delivery ratio 

According to Figure.1, it can be clearly found that the delivery ratio increases significantly with the increase in the 

number of collaborative nodes. When the number of cooperative nodes reaches 4, the delivery ratio appears to peak. 

Obviously, as the number of nodes continues to increase, due to the memory limitation, the node cannot cache all the 

data and the delivery ratio will decrease. 

(2)Energy consumption: This parameter indicates the energy consumption during data transmission, including 

transmission loss and computational loss. 

 

Figure.2 The relationship between the number of cooperation nodes and energy consumption. 

Obviously, according to Figure 2, we can find that the curves of Energy consumption and Delivery ratio show 

similar rules. As the number of collaborative nodes increases, energy consumption increases, but when the number of 

nodes reaches 4, Energy consumption peaks. 

When the number of nodes exceeds 4, Energy consumption will drop because some nodes are blocked and waiting. But 

the node can control its own energy consumption. If the node cache allows receiving new information, the node allows 

to accept new information at the cost of energy consumption. 

(3)Overhead on average: This parameter is used to indicate the routing cost of data transmission between any two 

data. 
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(4)Average end-to-end on delay: This parameter reflects the average delay time when transmitting data between 

any two points. 

 

Figure.3The relationship between the number of cooperation nodes and overhead on average. 

 

Figure.4 The relationship between the number of cooperation nodes and average end-to-end on delay 

It is obvious from Figure.3 and Figure.4 that routing overhead and transmission delay are another case. Obviously, 

when the number of cooperative nodes gradually increases from 1 to 5, the routing overhead and transmission delay 

will gradually decrease due to the occupation of the buffer space, and the peak value will be reached when the number 

of cooperative nodes reaches 5. When the number of cooperating nodes exceeds 5, the performance of the algorithm is 

affected by the memory size of the nodes, and the routing overhead and transmission delay will gradually increase. 

Below we will compare the performance of the above four parameters in the simulation results of the four 

algorithms to compare their performance. 
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Figure.5 Delivery ratio and simulation time. 

Figure.5 describes the comparison results of the delivery ratio of the four algorithms. Obviously, compared with 

the other three algorithms, the delivery ratio of the EDPPM algorithm is always the highest. When the simulation time 

is 6h, the delivery ratio of the EDPPM algorithm reaches about 0.90. The reason why the EDPPM algorithm performs 

better in the delivery ratio is because the source node can accurately transmit the data packet to the neighbor node in the 

algorithm. For the prophet algorithm, the nodes need to calculate the probability of encounter before determining the 

behavior, but because the algorithm lacks a control center, the nodes must collect sufficient effective information before 

making a decision each time, which results in the nodes must wait long enough to make more accurate predictions. In 

order to limit the limit flooding behavior of the epidemic algorithm, the spray and wait algorithm uses a strategy of 

sending a fixed number of copies for each data packet to solve the problem. Although the limit flooding is limited, the 

spray and wait algorithm has a lower Delivery ratio. The performance of the algorithm generally depends on the choice 

of parameters. When the parameters are fixed, the algorithm is greatly affected by environmental factors, so the 

transmission rate is also low. 

 

Figure.6 Energy consumption and simulation time. 

Figure.6 depicts the energy consumption comparison results of the four algorithms. From Figure.6, it can be seen 

that compared with the other three algorithms, the energy consumption of the EDPPM algorithm is the lowest, and the 

number of sent data packets is the largest. Because the EDPPM algorithm uses mutual exclusion or calculation between 

nodes, it can save energy when data packets are reduced and transmitted. It can also be seen from the figure that the 

Epidemic algorithm consumes the most energy, because over-flood may generate duplicate data packets, and the Spray 

and Wait and PRoPHET algorithms perform better than the Epidemic algorithm in terms of energy consumption. 

 

Figure.7 Overhead on average and simulation time 

Figure.7 depicts the comparison results of the overhead on average of the four algorithms. The figure shows the 

relationship between routing cost and time.It can be clearly seen from the figure that the routing overhead of the 
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EDPPM algorithm is relatively flat with time, and there is no large fluctuation. We can understand that the routing 

overhead of the EDPPM algorithm is not affected by time. In terms of routing overhead, Prophet algorithm is slightly 

inferior to EDPPM algorithm, which is superior to the other two algorithms. In the early stage, its routing cost is lower 

than the other two algorithms, and it is basically stable between 30-60 in the later stage. This is because as time 

increases, the number of nodes filtered by the algorithm will gradually decrease, so the selection of information 

transmission nodes will be more accurate, and the number of transmission nodes used for sharing information will also 

stabilize. Therefore, the routing overhead of the Prophet algorithm is relatively stable. The curve radian obtained by the 

Spray and Wait algorithm is similar to the algorithm proposed in this paper. In terms of Overhead on average 

performance, the initial Spray and Wait algorithm has the largest Overhead on average among these four algorithms, 

but the routing overhead will gradually decrease as time increases. This is because the spray and wait routing algorithm 

reduces the amount of data transmitted in the network and has good scalability. But overall, the routing cost of the 

Spray and Wait algorithm is very large and fluctuating, because in order to maximize the success rate of packet 

transmission, each node carries a duplicate data packet, which leads to there are a large number of data packet copies, 

the network is down, the network structure is unstable, so the routing overhead is large and unstable. 

 

Figure.8 Average end-to-end on delay 

Figure.8 describes the average end-to-end on delay comparison results of the four algorithms. It can be clearly 

seen from the figure that the Average end-to-end on delay of the EDPPM algorithm is the lowest and relatively stable. 

For the Epidemic algorithm, the First Contact algorithm used by the algorithm only sends copies to the nodes 

encountered for the first time, and usually the probability that the nodes encountered for the first time are the target 

nodes is very small. Since it is necessary to calculate the information for each transmission, the Epidemic algorithm has 

the highest transmission delay. The Prophet algorithm determines the priority of the message according to the 

transmission cost, that is, the transmission cost is used to estimate the success rate of the packet successfully 

transmitted to the destination node, and the incremental averaging method is used to estimate. From the figure, the 

EDPPM algorithm's Average end-to-end on delay and Spray and Wait Routing algorithm are relatively close. This is 

because similar to the Spray and Wait Routing algorithm, the EDPPM algorithm uses resources to filter nodes based on 

different factors. However, we can see from the figure that the transmission delay of the EDPPM algorithm tends to be 

smoother with time, which is more stable than the Spray and Wait Routing algorithm. And from the perspective of the 

overall curve change, the transmission delay of the EDPPM algorithm does not increase exponentially with time. 

Through the above comparative analysis, it can be noticed that compared with the other three algorithms, EDPPM 

has better performance in many aspects. 
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5. Conclusion 

This paper proposes an efficient trajectory prediction algorithm named EDPPM, which can guarantee that nodes 

with high probability can get information first. According to the experimental results, compared with three algorithms 

for opportunistic transmission, the EDPPM algorithm is superior to the other three algorithms in terms of the 

performance of Delivery ratio, Energy consumption, Overhead on average and Average end-to-end on delay. Using this 

algorithm can improve the node's cache utilization, reduce data transmission delay, and improve the overall network 

efficiency. 

In the future works, how to further improve the accuracy of trajectory prediction is the focus of our future research. 

Also how to ensure the security of data transmission in social opportunity communication networks is still an important 

issue that remains our concern. 
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Figures

Figure 1

The relationship between the number of cooperation nodes and delivery ratio

Figure 2

The relationship between the number of cooperation nodes and energy consumption.

Figure 3



The relationship between the number of cooperation nodes and overhead on average.

Figure 4

The relationship between the number of cooperation nodes and average end-to-end on delay

Figure 5

Delivery ratio and simulation time.

Figure 6

Energy consumption and simulation time.



Figure 7

Overhead on average and simulation time

Figure 8

Average end-to-end on delay
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